CITY OF SACRAMENTO

CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
MARTY VAN DDYN
PLANNING DIRECTOR

SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95814
TELEPHONE (916) 449-5604

725 "J" STREET

December 11, 1980

City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: Proposed City Energy Conservation Measures - Supplement
Report Responding to Building Industry Association (BIA)
Comments (M-451)
SUMMARY
The proposed City Energy Conservation Measures were scheduled to be
heard by the City Council on December 2nd, however, at that time
BIA submitted a "Position Paper Regarding Proposed Residential
Energy Program" (Exhibit AA). Consequently, the item was continued
to provide time • for staff to prepare a response. Since then, the
Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce has also submitted comments (Exhibit
BB). This report supplements the staff report (Exhibit CC) for the
December 2nd hearing and responds to the submitted comments. The
majority of the Chamber's comments do not apply to these proposed
conservation measures and responses are not included. The remaining
Chamber comments are similar to those of the BIA. Staff recommends
that the City Council consider the submitted comments and staff responses. In addition, the staff, Planning Commission, and Budget and
Finance Committee recommend that the City Council approve and adopt
the attached energy conservation ordinances and resolutions and
approve a new Assistant/Associate Planner position. If the Council
'wishes to change any of the ordinances or resolutions, then staff
would prepare those documents for adoption at a subsequent meeting.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This section provides the DIA comments and staff's responses by
ordinance or resolution.
Comment. BIA's comments are entitled as a Position Paper Regarding Proposed Residential Energy Program.Response. The /proposed energy conservAtion measures apply to
residential as well as non-residential projects.
•
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1. Ordinance Amending the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance ....
Energy Considerations as part of "R" Review Designation on a Rezoning
Comment. Our only concern is that the additional review will
not add to the processing time of a project. While no concrete
guarantees can be elicited, we would recommend that implementation
be pursued with this as one of the top priorities. In addition, a
report back within six months may be useful in ascertaining if delays
are, indeed, occuring (sic). •
Response. Delays may occur if the applicant has not provided
adequate information at the time of submittal of the project. The
checklist will be included in the application packet. A report back
within 9 to 12 months wbuld be more realistic, as the first few
months would include applicants and staff getting used to new reviews.
2. Ordinance Amending the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance ....
Relating to Required Shading of Parking Lots
Comment. A.) While the most dramatic effect of this ordinance
will be on commercial/industrial construction, multi-family building
could be affected. It may be advisable due to 1.) the perception
that this particular piece of legislation was created with commercial
industrial useages (sic) in mind and, 2.) the unique nature of parking facilities in most multi-family developments, to specifically
exempt residential construction from the ordinance.
B.) Has a cost analysis been undertaken for this proposal?
C.) The priorities seem to be mixed up. First priority
should be to shade structures without solar access interference, then
determine shading possible for outdoor parking on a.non-interference
basis.
•
D.) Credit should be given for shading provided by
structures that effectively shade parking lots an (sic) noon using a
solar attitude of 60 degrees. This would help cut down the cost of
project compliance.
E.) We perceive the tree list from which applicants
may select the required vegetation was not created with both shading
and cost effectiveness in mind. We recommend that selection of trees
with which to comply not be restricted to the 'tree list.' (i.e.,
some species cost less, but may be just as effective.)
F.) Basic questions concerning enforcement, continued
maintenance and potential sidewalk damage should be answered before*
implmentation (sic).
•

Response. A) To exempt any type of use, including residential,
could defeat the purpose of reducing heat gain/heat sink of a parking
lot and subsequent heat and light reflections to affected objects
such as motor vehicles and structures. In a residential area, shade
may be even more desirable as motor vehicles would more often be in
long-term parking. For non-residential lots, shading would reduce
not only the ambient temperature, but the temperature of the parked
vehicle and could encourage more walking. and less use of the vehicle
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air 'conditioner. Shaded parking makes shoppers more interested in
parking and shopping during hot weather. A tree shaded lot is much
more aesthetically pleasing and' could be added marketing point for
the developer.
B) Cost analysis is required only for energy donservation standards for residential and non-residential pluildings.
Various recent publications indicate an average of 10 F reduction in
ambient temperature from shading, and evaporative cooling results in
a 75 percent reduction in air conditioning of surrounding buildings.
C) Shading of structures is of egual importance as
shading of ground surface heat sink areas. A lel' ambient temperature
drop can be achieved by shading with trees.
D) Staff agrees. The applicant should indicate shading on application maps.
. E) A tree list has been prepared by the County of
Sacramento. Its 10 pages list decidious. and non-decidious trees and
shrubs that are: deep rooted, insect and disease resistant, adaptable .
to urban environments, relatively long lived, relatively little maintenance is required, and suitable for paved parking areas. It is
unreasonable for such a list to include cost as this is something
that is constantly changing depending on size, type, and availability.
An applicant may submit a pioposed landscaping list to the Landscape
Architect of the Community Development Department for their review.
F) Enforcement would be the same as for landscaping
in parking lots now. , Maintenance would be the responsibility of the
owner. (See response to "E" above.)
3. Resolution Endorsing the Preservation of Solar Access for Private
and Public Solar Energy Collectors
NO COMMENT.
4. Resolution Amending the Conservation Element of the Sacramento
City General Plan by Adding Energy Conservation Policies
Comment. While these are good guidelines, a No. 16 should be
added: Encourage these and other techniques for more energy efficient construction, while at the same time, not adding to the cost
of new construction. It is doubtful this can be added, for it is
in direct conflict with a number of the other 15 items. However,
something of this nature should be amended to reflect the Council's
continued policy of maintaining affordable housing, while encouraging
energy conservation. The two can be compatible, provided reason and
cost effectiveness is (sic) applied.
Response. No comment.
5. Resolution Adopting Energy Conservation Review Checklist and
Development Guidelines for Project/Site Plan Review
•
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Comment. A.) We recommend that economic feasibility/cost effectiveness of the items be made a, if you will, sole defense against
inclusion of same in a project, and the resolution be so amended.
The basic premise is that, indeed, many of the suggestions may really
be energy conserving, but inclusion of same in the proposed product
(despite all the tax credit arguments) may take the price of the unit
out of the market for which it is being built. Even combined with
the low/mod program noted previously, economic considerations must be
given equal weight in project/site plan review. Otherwise, it would
seem that 'we' are trying to solve one problem at the expense of
another.
B.) What, in practical application, will 'initial consideration'. constitute?. Will review staff take it upon themselves
to require 60 per cent comliance (sic) as meaning 'initial consideration?' This policy question should be answered and definitive direction given before this resolution is acted upon.
C.)•Under the section titled "Placement of Collectors,"
and the sections thereafter, there is a gross assumption by inclusion
of these areas in the checklist that mandatory solar hot water heating
will be approved. We recommend one of two actions:
1.) The sections "Placement of Solar Collectors,
Panel Mounting and Color" be deleted until a determination of solar
hot water viability is determined by the. council. If so, said sections
can always be amended in. .
2.) That sections relating to pre-plumbing of
structures, in-lieu of/or included with the above sections, be included
in the checklist.
D.) Under "Site Analysis," we question the additional
mapping costs that will be required for showing all of the informational items that are being requested. These items . include existing
buildings and trees, water courses and historic sites, shadow patterns
and major tall onbstructions (sic), wind directions and features which
indicate wind flow, bare soil, pavement, concrete and reflective surfaces. How many of these items will.be truel y (sic) useful to the
building department?
E.) Under: "Placement of Cdllectors," item 1, panels
laid flat on the roof may not be at the optimum angle for solar
Collection, depending upon the roof slope. Additionally, many
building' departments require a gap between the collector panel and
roof, so that leaves and other debris will not collect behind the
panel, and that moisture will not be trapped and destroy the roof
underneath the panel.
F.) Under "Panel Mounting," item 7, this statement
is unclear. We believe the writer is trying to say that the rack
should be behind the c011ector panel rather than extending in
front of the collector panel.
G.) Under "Color," this whole section has nothing
to do with color--it deals with asthetics, which is a highly subjective area. It should be dropped or revised.
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.Response. A) The applicant could submit cost/effectiveness
studies with and without energy consideration and request a variance
from the requirements.
B) Criteria set forth in this resolution provides a
checklist on what project will be evaluated upon.
C) There has.been no assum p tion intended or implied
that solar collectors will be required. A person may be putting up
a roof collector for either pool heating (the present majority) or
domestic water heating. This section is intended as guidelines only.
Neither the Commentor's proposed deletions nor inclusions would be
relevant until water heating or pre-plumbing is mandated.
D) The only additional information required on maps
is: 1) identification of solar access obstructions; 2) wind direction; 3) notation of reflective surfaces. .Others are presently
asked for as part of application. The commentor asks how useful
these requests are to the Building Department. The point is that
• they will be useful to' the Planning Deprtment first, as these
ordinances and resolutions are for Planning review.
E) Staff concurs that wording could be changed to
specify that the prime concern is correct orientation to the sun.
F) Comment is unclear. The Guidelines do not say
or imply that a rack should extend in front of a collector.
G) Staff concurs that the section could be labeled
•
. "aesthetics." Remember this is a GUIDELINE only. The sheet should
be retitled SOLAR COLLECTOR GUIDELINES and include a statement that
the prime consideration is correct on orientation of the collector,
to the sun.
6. Resolution Amending the Conservation Element of the Sacramento
• City General Plan to Provide for North/South Lot Orientation for
Increased Solar Access
Comment. As you recall, the impetus for the original measure,
which was supported by the BIASC, was to increase solar access while
not driving up home costs. Hence the 50 unit exepmtion (sic). However, in this revised form, not only has the percentage needed for
compliance risen--so has the exepmtion (sic) for project size been
concurrently lowered. The reason for such a change is clear, the
logic is not. When designing a subdivision, the ability to comply
with the proposed 80 per cent need will doubtless result in the loss
of buildable lots. This cost, in turn, must be passed along to the
remaining homes. The standard exemption of 50 units or less was
agreed upon so as not to burden small projects--or more importantly,
IN-FILL projects--with a non-cost effective regulation. That concept seems to have disappeared in this revision.
We would recommend the following:
1.) Keep the 80 per cent requirement, but reinstate
the 50 unit exemption.
2.) Keep the 20 lot requirement, but retain the 60
per cent factor of desireability (sic)..
3.) Exempt all lots which technically qualify, by
determination of the Planning Director, As in-fill projects. This
would serve as an enticement to in-fill Construction. If not, provide the flexibility for project-by-project exemption to achieve the
same results.
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In addition, the resolution should be amended to
reflect that if a project can otherwise prove or demonstrate that
energy efficiency can be accomplished by other means, it should be
exempted. With the inclusion of structure orientation in the resolution, the Council and Planning Commission should be fully prepared
to waive--without fee requirement--front, side and rear-yard setbacks
and lot size, etc. requirements.
Response. The object of the proposed change is to increase the
range of the number of correctly oriented lots from 60-80 percent to
70-85 percent. The provision for finding of "infeasibility due to
configuration or orientation" remains. An existing General Plan
Goal is that of "assuring new residential developments have adequate
south wall solar, access, thereby allowing sclar heating of buildings."
1 and 2 should read "either/or." Neither would be
significant increase in solar access to a lot/structure.
3) The commentor has not specified what he considers
"in-fill." The commentor's desire to exempt "infill" projects would
require additional review by the Planning Director. Exemption for
"infeasibility due to orientation or configuration" exists and would
continue. Planning reviews cannot condition energy efficiency within
the, building envelope .. That is the jurisdiction of the Building
Department. The Planning Director presently has authority to vary
setbacks, lot size and lot coverage up to 50 percent of the original
request.
The "in-lieu structure orientation" would not reduce
or eliminate staff review or report writing if yard requirements or
lot sizes are to be modified.
7. • Resolution EndOrsing a Coordinated Program to Maximize Use of
Low Interest Programs for Persons of Low-and-Moderate Income to
Attain Energy Efficient Housing
NO COMMENT.
8. General Comments. A.) Have cost effectiveness studies been done
for all the proposed items? If not, they must be by state law.
B.) Throughout the planning snyopsis, whenever fiscal
impacts are noted, there seems to be relatively little mention of
increased housing costs. This should be addressed. After all, even
with the 'tax credits' for various energy-saving mechanisms, the
second buyer of a home will have to finance the full cost of these
items in the total cost of the home--without benefit of the 'tax
credits.'
C.) Is the proposed additional staff to be financed
through increased fees?
Response. A) . Cost effectiveness studies are required only for
regulations for residential and non-residential building-standards
in excess of present Title-24. None of . the.proposed ordinances or
resolutions fall in that category..
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B) There could be an undetermined increase in first
costs of housing. This could primarily be in redesign that might
be necessary for those developers who have used "standard" plans
and would have to modify them.
C) Additional'staff will be financed by General Fund.
When the entire community would benefit from energy savings in terms
of cost savings and non-renewable resource savings, no additional
fee for energy review would seem appropriate.
RECOMMENDATION
The staff, Planning Commission, and Budget and Finance Committee
recommend that the City Council approve and adopt the attached
energy conservation ordinances and resolutions and approve a new
Assistant/Associate Planner position.
espectfully submitted,

Marty Van uyn
Planning irector
FOR CITY COUNCIL INFORMATION
WALTER J. SLIPE
CITY MANAGER
December 16, 1980
All Districts
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ORDINANCE NO.

W-( 3

FOURTH SERIES

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
ZONING ORDINANCE (ORDINANCE NO. 2550, FOURTH
SERIES) BY . ADDING SECTION 13-A-3c4 RELATING TO
ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS AS PART OF "R" REVIEW
DESIGNATION ON A REZONING (M-451)

BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO.:

SECTION 1.

Subsection 4 is hereby added to 13-A-3-c of the Sacramento City.
Zoning Ordinance to read as follows:
4) Considerations related to energy conservation, including,
but not limited to, the presence and orientation of structures,
vegetation and other objects, both on and off the site, to provide
shading and protection from the.wind on the lot and nearb y sites;
the presence of adequate structure orientation to maximize south
wall solar access.. Nothing . contained in this subsection shall
limit the application of other provisions of this section.
PASSED FOR PUBLICATION:
ENACTED:
EFFECTIVE:

MAYOR

ATTEST:
CITY CLERK

M-451

ORDINANCE NO.

vy if ,

FOURTH SERIES

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO ZONING
ORDINANCE (ORDINANCE NO. 2550, FOURTH SERIES) SECTION
6-D-19 RELATING TO REQUIRED SHADING OF PARKING LOTS
(M-451)
BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
SECTION 1.
Section 6-D-19 is added to the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance of the
City of Sacramento, Ordinance No. 2550, Fourth Series, to read as
follows:
19. Tree Shading: Trees shall be planted and maintained throughout
the surface parking lot to ensure that, within fifteen years
after establishment of the parking lot, at least 50 percent of
the parking area will be shaded at noon on August 21. This
shall be calculated by drawing on the site plan the shadows
cast by trees and surrounding structures at noon, using a solar
attitude of 60°.
Each planting area shall be of adequate size for the landscaping approved and shall have adequate irrigation for that
landscaping. The Director of Community Services shall establish a list of species appropriate for providing shade in
parking lots, and shall review site plans of each parking lot .
to determine whether ot not the lot complies with this section.
Trees planted in order to comply with the regulations of this
section shall be selected from the list prepared by the
Director of Community Services.
PASSED FOR PUBLICATION:
ENACTED:
EFFECTIVE:

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
M-451
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RESOLUTION NO. 451
Adopted by The Sacramento City CounCil on date of

DECEMBER.16,1980
RESOLUTION ENDORSING THE PRESERVATION OF
SOLAR ACCESS FOR PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SOLAR ENERGY
COLLECTORS (M-40
WHEREAS: The people of Sacramento face an energy shortage and
rapidly rising energy prices; and
WHEREAS: The use of solar energy collectors is a technologically and
economically feasible means of augmenting present and future
supplies of conventional energy sources; and
WHEREAS: The use of solar energy collectors promotes energy conserva- •
tion and energy independence for the citizens of the City of
Sacramento; and
WHEREAS: The use of solar energy collectors reduces requirements for
capital, land, and other resources; and
WHEREAS: The use of solar energy collectors reduces air and water
pollution and enhances the quality of the environment in the
City of Sacramento; and
WHEREAS: The use of solar energy collectors can be compatible with the
operation of private and public utilities; and
WHEREAS: The use of solar energy collectors is enhanced by the preservation of open spaces which afford access to direct sunlight for
collectors;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Council of the City of Sacramento
declares that:
1.

The use of solar energy collectors can contribute
significantly to the public health, safety and welfare;

2.

The preservation of unobstructed airspace for the
purpose of providing access to direct sunlight for
solar energy collectors can contribute significantly
to the public health, safety and welfare;

3.

The education of private citizens and, public officials
about the use of solar energy collectors. and the need for unobstructed airspace is encouraged; and

4.

The development of private and public land in a manner
that preserves adequate open space for the encouragement
of using solar energy collectors will advance the
public health, safety and welfare and will promote the
public interest.

AND THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Council of the City of
Sacramento. endorses the preservation of solar access for private and
public solar energy collectors.

MAYOR
ATTEST:
CITY CLERK
bw

(M-451)
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RESOLUTION NO
Adopted by The Sacrcriento City Council on date of
DECEMBER 16, 1980
.
RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CONSERVATION ELEMENT
OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY GENERAL PLAN BY ADDING ENERGY CONSERVATION POLICIES
(M-451)
WHEREAS:

The City is growing at a rapid rate; and

WHEREAS:

The Council recognizes the importance of solar energy use and
the need for solar access protection; and

.WHEREAS:

The Council recognizes the possibility of an energy shortage and
the certainty of rapidliv rising energy prices; and

WHEREAS:

Sunlight is a clean, .abundant alternative source of energy; and

WHEREAS: , Technologies for utilizing solar energy are being refined with
increasing efficiency and cost effectiveness; and
WHEREAS:

The Council has acknowledged the need to adopt energy conserving
.
planning standards; and

WHEREAS:

The Conservation Element of the General Plan presently provides
for at least 60 percent of lots to be oriented within 221/2 degrees
of true north in subdivisions of more than 50 single family lots;
and

• WHEREAS:

WHEREAS:

It is in the community's best interest to encourage the use
of solar energy system(s) and to protect its citizens' right to
sunlight;
Shading pedestrianways, transit stops and bikeways from valley
heat are amenities conducive to walking, transit and bicycle use.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT .RESOLVED by the City Council of Sacramento that
the following section shall be added to the conservation element of
the General Plan relating to energy conservation.
ENERGY CONSERVATION
' In order to reduce the need to travel, increase access to
transit, permit building configurations which increase the
efficiency of space heating in residences, and promote
energy efficient landscaping, the following Energy Conservation
Policies are 'recommended for adoption:
1.

Promote complete urbanization and in-filling development
as a means of reducing the consumption of petrol fuels
used in automobile travel.

2.

Reduce the consumption of petrol fuels used in automobile
.travel by providing community plan policies which encourage
the use of alternative transportation modes such as the bus
and bike.

3.

Patterns of land use which decrease consumption of
1Promote
fuel for transportation and space heating by

a. Encouraging construction of energy efficient planned unit
developments including residential, commercial, industrial
and mixed use projects.

-2b. Reducing energy consumed for space heating
residential buildings by promoting the construction and renovation of attached single
and multi-family dwelling units.
C.. Encouraging zero lot line/common wall construction in

d.
.e.

.4.

designated residential zones,
Encouraging 'development of housing-adjacent to employgent areas.
PrormAing consolidation . of.neighborhood retail, office and
community service establishments in neighborhood
service centers located On major transit and
arterial streets.

To increase access to transit by promoting medium to high
density residential, employment intensive commercial, and
retail commercial development near proposed transit stations,
and medium density residential development along major transit
streets.

5.

Explore the possibility of amending the City's building code
to more effectively promote energy conservation by regulating
. the orientation of the structure rather than the lot.

6.

Encourage building design which promotes energy conservation.
This includes provisions for double-paned windows, increased
insulation, and equipment such as low volume,toilets and flow
restrictors.

7.

Encourage builders within new residential subdivisions to
offer solar power systems as a pre-construction option.

8.

Encourage developers of new residential subdivisions to include
provisions within tract restrictions for solar rights so as
to provide direct sunlight on the property in the winter between
the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

9.

Encourage north/south structure orientation to help insure
Proper lot or street orientation does greater access.
especially when combined with adequate south wall solar access.

- 10.

Encourage drought tolerant landscaping that requires less,
water and maintenance after established; therefore, less
energy for water/waste pumping.

11.

Continue to provide tree (preferably decidious) planting
program along all newly constructed streets as a means of'
reducing outdoor surface temperatures during summer months.

12.

Encourage landscaping; especially in new'residential and
commercial developments that not only provides shade during the
summer months, but also act as a windbreak in the winter, thus
reducing heat loss.

. 13.

Continue to study new methods of conserving energy, and to
amend the general Plan wherever feasible to incorporate
practical measures for reduces energy consumption.

14.

Encourage use of clotheslines, clothesracks or similar
facilities for all residential uses, especially multifamily units, to enable residents to dry their clothes
using the sun. Such clotheslines should be convenient to
washing facilities and oriented to receive sufficient sun
to dry clothes throughout the year.

15.

Encourage increased use of narrower street widths in a
manner that does not conflict with bike access, or where
mass transit is not expected, in proposed subdivisions
to reduce first cost and maintenance costs. This reduces
heat retention of concrete/asphalt which reduces ambient
temperature; especially when combined with street trees.

16.

Encourage shaded pedestrian walkways and bikeways in new
developments to decrease the energy used for fueled vehicles

•

MAYOR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

M-451

RESOLUTION NO: p
Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
DECEMBER 16, 1980
RESOLUTION ADOPTING ENERGY CONSERVATION REVIEW
CHECKLIST AND DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES FOR PROJECT/
SITE PLAN REVIEW (11-451)
WHEREAS: Availability of fossil fuels is decreasing; 'hnd
WHEREAS: Energy demands are increasing as the population increases;
and
WHEREAS: Alternative sources of energy are being developed to supplement fossil fuel sources; and
WHEREAS: Energy planning should not continue to be the result of
sporadic crisis concerns and occasional review of plans;
and
WHEREAS: Energy conservation measures considered at the earliest
possible stage of development will help decrease the
amount of energy used by the final project.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: The following solar access, site
analysis and project. analysis checklist and solar collector guidelines
shall be used by staff for evaluation of all projects.
SOLAR ACCESS
1.

How is general solar access of the site?
Which direction does site face (orientation)?
How steep is topography (slope direction and slope gradient)?

2.

What is existing vegetation like and what are its shading
characteristics?
Species: Deciduous? Evergreen? Size and age of trees?
Mature height and crown size of trees? Specific location? .

3.

What parts of site are especially good or bad for solar energy
use?
Are good areas developed to highest possible densities?
Are bad areas developed to lowest possible densities or avoided?
How are streets oriented?
Will they promote good solar orientation of buildings?

4.
5.

Are lots oriented in a way that buildings willhave good solar
access?

6.

Will new landscaping affect solar access of any buildings or
solar collectors?
What kinds of trees to be used? What size (height and crown)
at maturity? How long a shadow will they cast?

7.

How tall are buildings to be? What are setbacks? Will buildings
shade each other?
Will most buildings have access of sunlight to roof? To south
walls?
Where arc high-rise buildings sited? What shadin g problems will
they cause?

8.

Where are buildings sited? What implications does building siting
have for the owners' control over shading?

-2Are buildings sited for best natural cooling and heating?
Are buildings sited as close to north lot line(s) as
possible to increase yard space to the south for better
owner control of shading?
Are Zero lot line and clustering techniques used when good
solar access isn't possible for single-family detached units?
Are tall buildings sited to the north of shorter ones?
. 9.

What is the impact on solar access of buildings off the site?

SITE ANALYSIS (is mapped documentation included?)
1.

Topographic and major site features.
Are slopes and flat areas noted? .
Are existing trees and buildings indicated?
Are site elevations and contours included?
Are all significant natural features, such as water
courses or historic sites marked?

2.

Are all potential solar access obstructions (trees, buildings,
etc.) marked?
(Suggest sketching of shadow patterns of major tall obstructions
on plan)

3.

Energy-conserving factors of the site.
Are seasonal wind, directions and features that can
influence wind flows indicated?
Are bodies of water noted?
Are ground surfaces, such as bare soil and pavement
or grass noted?
Are reflective surfaces such as sand, water or *
concrete noted?

PROJECT ANALYSIS
Have the following been considered?
Convenient access to mass transit;'
Walkways to reduce dependence on cars;
Increase of south oriented glazing;
Decrease in east, west, north oriented glazing;
Adequate shading of east, south, west walls to reduce summer
insolation;
Light colored exterior;
Light colored roofing:
Correct orientation for maximum solar access.
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SOLAR COLLECTOR GUIDELINES
. Note:

36

The placement of collectors for optimum solar
access is of prime importance.

Placement of Collectors
1.

2.

Panels laid flat on the roof are usually the Most compatible with
the form of the building.
Is there sufficient collector area to do the heating lob ? Has the
area of collectors needed for roof slope and roof orientation been
calculatea?
Is the collector array located so as to limit the need to remove or
trim trees?*

3.

Are solar collectors located so as to avoid light reflection into
neighboring windows:? Various types of glass with low reflective
qualities, such as . "Water White Glass", should be used where there.
are potential glare problems.

4.

Are solar collectors located so that future buildings constructed
within maximum height limitations on adjacent lots will not obstruct
sunlight falling on collectors?

5.

Is collector array located so that it lies between the visually dominant
lines of building and/or roof?

6.

Are collectors located where they are least visible from a public
street and other properties?

Panel Mounting
7.
8.

If racks are used to mount the collectors, is the smallest angle
between the roof surface and the collector's surface used?
Are the triangular ends of thin steel rack mounts covered with the
roof or siding material to make the installation look better?

9.

Does installation start at the ridge line and end at the gutter?

10.

Are collector panels fit snugly together rather than with spaces
between them? _

11: Is amount of visible piping minimized2
Color
12.

Do the color of the collector frame and the color of the roof match?

13.

Does the color of the piping match the surface to which it is attached.?

14.

Are plastic bag collectors and plastic tubing located where they are
least visible? Is a screening device used to block the view of
collectors and tubing?

- ' MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
bw
M-451

SOLAR COLLECTORS
-3Placement of Collectors
Panels laid flat on the roof are usually the most compatible With
the form of the building.

1.

Is there sufficient collector area to do the heating job? Has the
area •if collectors needed for roof slope and roof orientation been •
calcu atea?
Is the collector array located so as to limit the need to remove or
trim trees?

2.
3.

Are solar collectors located so as to avoid light reflection into
.neighborin windows:? Various types of glass with low reflective
qualities, uch as "Water White Glass", should be used where there
are potentia glare problems.

Are solar coll ctors located so that future buildings constructed
within maximum. eight limitations on adjacent lots will not obstruct
' sunlight falling on collec.tors?

4.

5.

Is collector array located so thatit lies between the visually dominant
lines of building a d/or roof?

6.

Are collectors locateQ where they are least visible from a public
street and other prope ties?

Panel Mounting
7.
8.

If racks are used to moun the collectors, is the smallest angle
between the roof surface'a d the collector's surface used?
Are the triangular ends of
in steel rack mounts covered with the
roof or siding material to m ke the installation look better?

9.

Does installation start at th ridge line and end at the gutter?

10.

Are collector panels fit snugl together rather than with .spaces
between them?

11.

Is amount of visible piping minim zed2

Color
12.

Do the color of the collector frame

13.

Does the color of the piping match th surface to which it is attached.?

14.

Are plastic bag collectors and plastic ubing located where they are
least visible? Is a screening device us d to block the view of
collectors and tubing?

d the color of the roof match?

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
bw
M-451

RESOLUTION NO. ro—ri 0
e

Adopted by The Sacramento City Council on date of
DECEMBER • 16, 198.0
• -•
RESOLUTION ADDING CIT:NERAL POLICY 5 TO THE CONSER\

TA TION ELEMENT

OF THE SACRAMENTO CITY GENEPAL PLAN TO PROVIDE
FOR NORTH/SOUTH LOT ORIENTATION FOR INCREASED SOLAR ACCESS
(M-451)

WHEREAS: The 'City is growing at a rapid rate;, and
WHEREAS: The Counbil recognizes the importance of solar energy use
and the need for solar access protection; and
WHEREAS: The Council recognizes the possibility . of an energy shortage
and the certainty of rapidly rising energy prices; and
WHEREAS: Sunlight is a clean, abundant arternative source of energy;.
and
WHEREAS: Technologies for utilizing solar energy are being refined
with increasing efficiency and cost effectiveness; and
:WHEREAS: The .Council has acknowledged the need to adopt energy:
conserving planning standards; and
WHEREAS: The Conservation Eliam:ntof the . General Plan presently Provides for
at least 60 percent of lots to be oriented within 221/2 degrees.
of true north insubdivisions of more than 50 single family
lots; and
WHEREAS: It is in the community's best interest to encoura .ge the use
of solar energy system(s) and to protect its citizens' right
to sunlight;
NOW, -THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of Sacramento that

the following energy policy shall be added to the General Policies of
the Conservation Element of the General Plan:
5 - In order to help assure maximum solar access, subdivisions
with more than 20 single family rots must have 80 percent'
or more of all lots with side lot lines oriented within 22 1/2 .
degrees of true north unless findings are made that such
design is infeasible due to configuration or orientation
of the property, or an in lieu p rogram to insure 80 percent
structure orientation within 22 1/2 degrees of true north.
MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

IlasomyrImi km. F-044
Adopted by The Scicramento City Council on dote of
DECEMBER 16, 1980
RESOLUTION ENDORSING' THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COORDINATED
PROGRAM TO MAXIMIZE THE USE OF PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO
ASSIST LOW-TO MODERATE-INCOME PERSONS ATTAIN ENERGY
EFFICIENT HOUSING
(M-451)

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
The City of Sacramento endorses the development of a
coordinated program with the County of Sacramento, the State
of California, and the United States Government to the fullest
extent feasible, in order to maximize the use of programs which
are available ' to assist persons of low and moderate income
attain energy efficient housing through utilization of
available energy conservation programs.

MAYOR

ATTEST:
CITY CLERK

EXHIBIT AA

BUILDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF SUPERIOR CALIFORNIA
2211 Royale Road • Sacramento, California 95815 • Telephone)(RIMMI:MX
(916) 925•2772
•

ry::::;;:r.;
UCU•V400

RECE!V
• TO: All members of the Sacramento City Council
FROM: Paul A. Stewart IL Director of Legislative Services'.
RE: Residential Energy Conservation Program
On December 2, the Council will be considering seven of the
10 proposed items in the Residential Energy Conservation Program. These matters were first brought to you on Nbv. 5, at
which time, you directed they be referred to the Budget & Finance
Committee for 1.) direction on the additional staff proposed for
the issues and, .2.) reception Of input on the items.

•

Through a myriad of events on the part of both the BIASC and
. staff, our comments were not available for the Nov. 18 Budget &
Finance Committee meeting. I requested that we be allowed to
convey our concerns/comments to you via this position Paper.
Chairman Connelly agreed, due to the communications dilemma.
In the interim, we have met with Penny Bell of city staff to
discuss our concerns with the seven items and while some of the
comments contained herein have been noted by staff, I present
them to you in their entirety.
I.

Thank you for your attention in these matters. If you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to give me a call.

COVERING 12 COUNTIES
AMADOR • BUTTE • CALAVERAS • COLUSA • EL DORADO • NEVADA • NORTHERN SAN JOAQUIN
Pl Ar.FR • SACRAMENTO • SU1 TER • YOLO • YUlle

POSITION PAPER REGARDING PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL ENERGY PROGRAM
1.) -Resolution Endorsin the Preservation of Solar Access for
Private and Public Solar Energy Collectors
NO COMMENT.
2.) Resolution Endorsing -a Coordinated Program to Maximize Use
of Low Interest Programs for Persons of Low-and-Moderate
Income-to Attain Energy Efficient Housing
NO COMMENT.
3.) Ordinance Ameding the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance
Energy Considerations as part of "R" Review Designation on a
RezoningOur only concern is that the additional review will not add
co the processing time of a project. While no concrete guarantees
an be elicited, we would recommend that implementation be pursued
Llith this as one of the top priorities.
In addition, a report back within six months may be useful in
ascertaining if delays are, indeed, occuring.
4.) Ordinance Ameding the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance
Relating to Required Shading of Parking Lots
A.) While the most dramatic effect of this ordinance will be
on commercial/industrial construction, multi-family building could
be affected. It may be advisable due to 1.) the perception that
this particular piece of legislation was created with commercial/
industrial useages in mind and, 2.) the unique °nature of parking
facilities in most multi-family developments, to specifically
exempt residential construction from the ordinance.
.8.) Has a cost analysis been undertaken for this proposal?
C.) . The priorities seem to be mixed up. First priority should be
'-. to shade structures without solar access interference, then
determine shading possible for outdoor parking on a non-interference
basis.
D.) Credit should be given for shading provided by structures
that effectively shade parking lots au noon using a solar attitude
of 60 degrees. This would help cut down the cost of project compliance.
- E.) We perceive the tree list from which applicants may select
the required vegetation was not created with both shading and cost
effectiveness in mind. We recommend that selection of trees with
which to comply not be re g tricted to the !tree list.' (i.e., some
species cost less, but may be just as effective.)
F.) Basic questions concerning enforcement, continued maintenance •
and potential sidewalk damage should be answered before implmentation.
5.) Resolution Adopting Energy Conservation Review Checklist and
Development Guidelines , for Proiet/Site Plan Review
A.) We recommend that • economic feasibility/cost effectiveness
of the items be made a; if you will, sole defense against inclusion of some in a project, and the resolution be so amended.

ITEM 5 CON'T.
The basic premise is that, indeed, many of the suggestions
may really be energy con5erving; but inclusion of same in the
'proposed product (despite .all the tax credit arguments) may take
the price of the unit out of the market for which it is being built.
Even combined with the low/mod program noted previously,
economic considerations must be given equal weight in project/site
plan review. Otherwise, it would seem that 'we' are trying to
solve one problem at the expense of another.
S.) What, in practical application, will 'initial consideration'
constitute? Will review 'staff take it upon themselves to require
60 per cent comliance as meaning 'initial consideration?' This
policy question should be answered and definitive direction given
before this resolution is acted upon.
C.) Under the section titled "Placement of 'Collectors," and
the sections thereafter, there is a gross assumption by inclusion
of these areas in the checklist that mandatory solar hot water
heating will be approved. We recommend one of two actions':
1.) The sections "Placement of Solar Collectors, Panel Mounting •
and Color" be deleted 'until a determination of solar hot water
viability is determined by the council. If so, said.sections can
always be amended in.
2.) That sections relating to pre-plumbing of structures,
in-lieu of/or included with the above sections, be included in
the checklist.
D.) Under "Site Analysis," we question the additional mapping
costs that will be required for showing all of the informational
items that are being requested. These items include existing
-buildings and trees, water courses and historic sites, shadow
patterns and major tall onbstructions, wind directions and featureb
which indicate wind flow, bare soil, pavement, concrete and reflective surfaces. How many of these items will be truely useful
to the building department?
E.) Under "Placement of Collectors," item 1, panels laid flat
on the roof may not be at the optimum angle for solar collection;
depending upon the roof slope. Additionally, many building departments require a gap between the collector panel and roof, so that
leaves and other debris will not collect sp ehind the panel, and
,that moisture will not be trapped and destroy the roof underneath
the panel.
•
. F.) Under "Panel Mounting," item 7, this statement is unclear.
We believe the writer is trying to'say that the rack should be
behind the collector panel rather than extending in front of the
Collector panel.
G.) Under "Color," this whole section has nothing to do with
color-- it deals with esthetics, which is a highly subjective
area. It should be dropped or revised.
6.) Resolution Amending the Conservation Element of the Sacramento
City General Plan to Provide for North/South Lot Orientation
for Increased Solar Access
As you recall, the impetus for theoriginal measure, which was
supported by the BIASC, was to increase solar acce g s while not
driving up home costs. Hence the 50 'unit exepmtion.
However, in this revised form, not only has the percentage
needed for compliance risen-- so has the exepmtion for project
size been concurrentl y lowered.

.fo

ITEM 6 CON'T.
The reason for such a change is clear, the logic is not.
When designing a subdivision, the ability to comply with the
proposed 80 per cent need will doubtless result in the lossof
buildable lots. This cost, in turn, must be passed along to the
remaining homes.
The standard exemption of 50 units or less was agreed upon • ,
so as not to burden small projects-- or more importantly, IN-FILL
projects- with a hon-cost effective regulation. That concept seems
to have disappeared in this revision.
••
We would recommend the following:
. 1.) Keep the 80 per cent requirement, but reinstate the 50.
unit exemption.
2.) Keep the 20 lot requinment, but .retain the 60per cent
factor ofdesireability.
'3.) Exempt all lots which technically qualify, by determination
of the Planning Director, as in-fill projects. This would serve
as an enticement to in-ftli construction. If not, provide the
flexibility for project-by-project exemption to achieve the
same results.
- In addition, the resolution should be amended to reflect that,
if a project can otherwise prove or demonstrate that energy
efficiendy can be accomplished by other means, it should be
exemptedWith the inclusion of structure orientation in the -resolutiop,
the Council and Planning Commission should be fully prepared to
waive-- without fee requirement-- front,side and rear-yard setbacks
and lot size, etc. requirements.
7.) Resolution Amending the Conservation Element of the Sacra
-- City General Plan by Adding Energy Conservation Policies

ento

While these are good guidelines, a No. 16 should be added:
Encoug these arid other technig for more energy.effici
construction while at the same time not addin to the cost of
new construction.

It is doubtful this can be added, for it is in direct conflict
with a number of the other _15 items. However, something of this
nature should be amended'in'to reflect the Council's continued
. policy of maintaining affordable housing, while encouraging
energy conservation. The two can be compatible, provided reason
and cost effectiveness is applied.
8.) General Comments

all

the.
A.) Have cost effectiveness studies been . done for
proposed items? If not, they must be by state law.
B.)-Throughout the-planning synopsis, whenever fiscal impacts.
are noted, there seems to be relatively . little, mention of increased
housing costs. This should be addressed. Ate all, even with the
tax credits' for various energy--saving mechanisms,. the second
buyer of a home will have to finance , the full cost of these items

in the total cost of the hothe-- without benefit of the 'tax credits.'
C.) is the proposed additional staff to be financed through
increased fees?

EXHIBIT BB

. December 2, 1980

Members
Sacramento City Council
City Hall
915 J Street
Sacramento, CA 958)4

Honorable Members in Session:
•

The Chamber's Energy Committee has reviewed subject ordinances
and comments relative to specific provisions are attached.
The revised Title 24 Residential Energy Standards currently
being developed by the California Energy Commission will result
in an 80% reduction of Tesidcntial energy budget over pre-1975
standards, and those new. standards will become effective in
January, 1982. In view of this timeline, the Energy Committee
questions the desirability of producing an additional layer of
energy ordinances over and above those which will be required
by the state. Is the additional increment of energy saved worth
and
the ,.added complications of administration, implementation,
•
enforcement?
The costs imposed by these ordinances will ultimately be borne
by Sacramento homebuyers and rentors. Considering the short time
that these ordinances would be in effect before supersessidn by
state energy standards, the Energy Committee believe the costs
exceed the benefits provided. Though the Chamber supports
conservation and environmental concerns in many areas, we cannot
support these ordinances.
.Sincere

yours,

G.D."Gib" Peters
President

917- 7th Street
P.O. Box 1017, Sacramento, CA 95805 0 (916) 443-3771

Ordinance A.

.ENERGY . CONSERVATION RERFOMANCE STANDARDS
FOR . RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

•..

The statement ' 'Energy demand for the heating and
cooling of residential structures has been rising
faster-than demand in other sectors" should not
go unchallenged.

Since 1975, the energy consump-

tion of a residential structure has been reduced
to approximately 50;; of pre-1975 structures.

The

- ' demand increase represents population growth,' but
.not . additional consumption. for the housing stock
as an entity.

There is nothing particularly . unique about the
Sacramento climate.

Why are the state regulations

deemed inadequate in the City of Sacramento? The
state regulations are based on .cost-effectiveness,
' considering life-cycle cost of energy conservation
measures.

It . should• be noted that the return on

investment occurs much earlier under Title 24-for
severe climates than for moderate.climates.

We . agree with the Davis research that large windows
facing west that are unshaded. will achieve temperHowatures in excess of 140°F during the summer.
.
ever, this only occurs in an unventilated, insulated
room.

Such dramatic results rarely occur in

occupied dwellings.

•

)(

)(2) &

1(c)(3):

Passive solar : teetiniques. are not addressed at this
time in Title 24 building codes.

However, the

September 1, 1980 version ' of Energy Conservation
Standards for New Residential Buildings (revised
Title 24), produced by the California EnergY-:-

Co6is-

sion, addresses Passive solar techniques at length.
Additionally, the California Energy Commission Ras
published a handbook of more than 300 pages dealing
with passive solar applications..

.

1(f)(1):

What is meant by unduly restricting designs and
raising costs? The residential energy conservation
standards currently in existence are based on lifecycle cost and cost-effectiveness.

The term "unduly"

is not too specific.

.1(f) (2):

Agree with the statements made; however, the initial
cost of improving the strucWre's thermal performance
affects* the homebuyer's ability to get into the home
of . his choice and to qualify for the loan.

Many

homebuyers cannot qualify for homes with an additional
front-end cost of $3,000 to $4,000 required for energy
conservation without some assistance from lenders,
state governmen . t incentives, or'other means.

9.803(C)(c):

Path 1

(Prescriptive

Method).

The following comments

refer to the prescriptive method.

(1)

Walls.

R-11 wall insulation is presently required

by the California Energy Commission residential
standards.

The additional requirement for light-

colored walls is unique to this ordinance.
Defining color in terms of Munsell Number is a
good idea, but rather difficult to do in all

.

instances.

Color charts supplied by paint manu-

facturers do . .not reference Munsell Number, and
this may prove to be a problem with designers.

(2)

Roof/Ceilin g s;

Ceilin g /Attics.

The R-19 insula-

tion requirement is also currently speClfitd'bi'
the state standard.

The same comment on the

Munsell color chart requirement applies.

(3)

Floors.

R-11 insulation of .suspended floors

•

over a ventilated crawl space or other unheated
space is not required by the state conservation
standards.

The cost-effectiveness of R-11

insulation in this application is questionable.
•

Have studies been made to show the relative
conservation of R-11 floor insulation versus
R-30 ceiling insulation?: Most data would appear
to indicate reduced heat loss by additional

insOation In the ceiling over that i . n a floor.
Additionally, state standards must adhere to a
criteria of cost-effectiveness over the :life of
the insulation applied.
•

Is the city ordinance

cost-effective?

(4) Glazing Area. The ordinance proposes to reduce
the basic glazing areas from the state's 16% to
a figure of 12% of floor area for single pane
glazing.

There are several objections to this

ordinance as written.

First, the ordinance would

require redesigning all future structures built

in Sacramento from the current state 16% requirement to that of 12V,' Many of the homes built

use plans that can be applied throughout the
state.

The consumer will pick up an additional

cost for the . 3 12 % reduction in glazing area.

Second, the orientation of the glazing is not
addressed.
orientation.
.

Solar gain is highly dependent
North-oriented glazing picks up

very little Insolation.

SoOth-oriented glazing

picks . up Maximum insolation.

Third, in.addition

to 41lowing ' the use of interior shutters to:
increase the allowed glazing, exterior solar
shading screens should be included.

The

reduction in 'solar gain occurs more efficiently
if the solar radiation is .eliminated prior to
reaching the glass rather than, being re-reflected
through the glass by interior shutters.

(5)

Glazing Shadings:

Item C(ii).

The computation

whith would apply to shading . screens is unclear.
For example,

if

at a particular design hour,

glazing shaded by a solar screen provides a
•

shading coefficient Of _3, I believe half of the
glazing area should be added to the accumulated
unshaded glazing total.

Ventilation

for Summer Night-time Cooling.

If

mechanical cross-ventilation is to be installed,
provisions should be made or addressed for sealing
the fan during the winter months to prevent loss
of heat.

(a)

Path 2 (Performance Method).

The Path 2 Performance

Method is well-documented and allows hand calculation
by architects, ' engineers, builders, and designers.

An

oversight has occurred in that alternative computerized
energy analySis methods are.not allowed.

Many designers

utilize computers to optimize the heating and air
conditioning systems within a structure.

The add-on of

an additional hand calculation for ease of plan
checking will involve additional expensive labor hours
and add to the cost of the structure.

(e)

Fees.

The Path 2 fee of $75 for plan checking-:is%
• ,

reasonable if it is not applied to all units in tract
housing.

Where large numbers of essentially identical

.structurs are located on similar orientations, the
additional charge of $75 for . each structure is unfair.
We propose an energy plan check fee be charged only
for each orientation of each model to be built.

Ordinance B
ENERGY AUDIT

9.851(b)

This parngraph assumes that the owner of a home
.knows that he will have to have a city,eneray:
audit form.

A more realistic approach would,be

for the utilities to previde the owner with a
signed city energy audit form and explain the
value of this form at the time they perform an
energy audit under the Residential Conservation
Service Program.

Otherwise, many homeowners

will have to have their property audited again
at the time of sale

9.851(c)(4)

Question the ability of inspector s
' to check for
in-line flow restrictors or low-flow showerheads
without dis-assembling the faucet 'or showerhead.
At this time, there are no external markings
indicating that the plumbing hardware does have
low-flow provisions.

9.651(d)(2)

The utility audit indicating ceiling insulation .
in excess of R-I4 may generate some consumer
confusion.

Title 24 requires . R-19 ceiling insu-

lation in post-1978 Sacramento housing.

The

Residential Conservation Service Program operated
by the utilities recommends R-30 in the ceiling.
.

The R-14 is an additional confusion number for
the consumer who wants to know what is an
efficient level of insulation for his ceiling.

• 9.854(a)
• 9.854(b)

•Penalties.

Is it legal to sell a home which is

not in cOmpliance with the energy standards if a
separate escrow account is established that would
allow the building or dwelling to be brought into
standards within the 100 days specified in sub—.
paragraph (b)? Believe referenced para •graphS —
• allow this procedure, butJhe wording is not too
S pecific.

Ordinance C

. 1(4)

No objection to this ordinance.

Ordinance D

•

SHADING OFOINANCE

Believe the author of this paragraph is addressing
large, open area parking lots.

However, we

anticipate high ' d'ensity cluster homes built over •
subterranean Parking will become increasingly
popular in urban areas.

As written, this ordinance

could be interpreted to mean that trees would have to be planted in 100% shaded underground parking
• lots.

.

19(ii) may consider this problem in that

"sha*dows. cast by trees and surrounding structures".
are mentioned.

Additionally, believe the priorities

arc in reverse order.

First priority for shading

should be to shade structbres without solar access
interference, then determine shading possible for .
outdoor parking on

a

noninterference basis.

Also,

it should be recognized that the additional space
required for trees effectively increases the amount
of land which must be dedicated to parking.

We

strongly recommend that rather than allowing parking
lots to consume more of our land,.this ordinance
should allow a reduction in the number of required
parking spaces to accommodate shade trees.

Ordinance t

'

SOLAR HOT WATER HEATING

1(d) - Goal 1

While there is a historical trend of increasing
per capitaconsumption of errergy, this trend
has already been reversed.

Projected increases

in energy demand represent about 3% to 3.5% per
annum for the State of California.

A subStantial

amount of this increased energy demand (as much as
• 2%) is due to replacing existing energy production
with more efficient plants.

Thus, real energy

growth is 1.5% to 2% . per year.

Considering state

population growth (approximately 1.8% last year),
the case can be made that per capita energy consumption is leveling out due to market forces.

1(f)

• Both the criteria of using life cycle cost analysis
for the decision to install solar hot water heating
and the particular life cycle cost . analysi-s offered •
Consideri• the analysis

•arequstionbl.

presented, the desire for the . homeowner to install
.

a solar hot water heating system that will prove
cost-effective over the life of the system is
questionable when we consider the fact that the
average SacraMento home is resold on an average of
each five years; unless installation of a solar hot
Water heater offers a distinct marketing advantage,
there is little inducement to take the front-end
cost of installing a solar hot water heating system.
. if it . does not add . appreciab .ly to the resale value

of the home— , A builders solar survey which was
completed in dune . and July of 1980 and is
included as an attachment shows builder concern
• with - consumer acceptance for solar hot water
• heating.

The builder's also expressed corKerqi

for cost and reliability of this system.
second question concerns the thirty-year life
cycle, cost analysis.

While a case can be made .

that a solar hot water system installed on a new
residence would be carried by the mortgage, which
is normally 30 years, there is no reason to
believe that the life of the collector panel
' would be much longer than the life of a normal
hot water heater (generally estimated as 12 years).
This system life is supported by the fact that

.

home improvement loans to retrofit solar hot water'
heating systems are normally 12 to 15 years in
duration and it would, be difficult to obtain a
solar hot water system retrofit loan for a 30-year.
period. . The analysis in Table 12 indicates a

•

solar equipment installed cost of $2,065; California
. Energy Commission figures indicate the average cost
• for a solar hot water system at this . time.is $2,800..
• As an alternative, it is suggested that we might
follow the County lead and require pre-plumbing
and so.lar hot water heating as an option on all
new residential construction.

This option does

provide for standardization between County and City
of Sacramento construction practices.

It should be

noted, however, that the experience of one California.
builder in San Diego is that, in his development of
40 homes offering this option, no buyer has accepted

the option.

One other thought that should be

considered is that photovoltaic panels appear to
be a likely alternative in the 1984-1986 time
period.

Recent California Energy Commission

generic hearings on the state of photovoltai4

,

panels indicate that they will be co.st coWt'itive
within the 1984-1986 time period.

The benefit's

of installing solar collector panels for heating
water and for space conditioning may be shortlived in view of the rapid development of this
higher quality source of energy at a competitive
market price.

Resolution F

SOLAR ACCESS

No comments on this resolution.

ReSolution G

ENERGY CONS.ERVATION POLICIES

r p graph 5.

The idea of amending the city imilding tiade

more
,
effec.tively-promote energy conservation by tegUlating.
the orienta6on of the structure rather than /he lot
is a . good one. . Concomitant with this idea will be
the requirement to case or eliminate set-back require- .

ments and allow zero lot line construction.

--c..,!whs 11, and
14.

Tree planting along newlyconstructed streets is.a
desirable program.

However, this program must be

tarefu)ly coordinated with solar access rights.

Resolution H

?.m 1

Site Analysis.

We question the additional-':

Mapping costs that will be required for...showing
all of the things that are requested.

These

items irclude existing buildingS and trees, water
courses and historic sites, shadow patterns and
major tall obstructions, wind directions dnd
features which indicate wind flow, bare soil,
pavement, concrete, and reflective surfaces.
Our question is, how many of .these things on the.
site.

plan

will really be useful to the building

departident?

If they are . • truly necessary, the

builder can comply; however, they do represent
added costs which will eventually be passed on
to the buyer.

em 2

Placement of Collectors.
1.

Panels laid flat on the roof may not be at

the optimum angle for solar collection, depending.
upon the roof slope.

Additionally, many building

departments require a gap between the collector
panel and the roof, so that leaves and other debris
will not collect behind the collector panel.

em 3

Panel Mountiu.
7.

This statement is unclear.

Believe the

writer is trying to say that the rack should be
behind the collector panel rather than extending
in front of the collector panel.,

t ,., m 4

Color.
14.

This paragraph deals with aestilctics and

has nothing to do with color.

Resolution I

,

.

The proposed..plan to require E30 of lots to
be oriented within 22 !;,1, of true north in tracts
of more tha .n

la single-family

lots is feasible.

It will require many compromises with the Building
Department and Planning Commission.

These

compromises include easement of setback requirements and easement of orientation versus lot
direction requirements.

EXHIBIT CC

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
725 "J STREET

MARTY VAN DUYN
PLANNING DIRECTOR •

SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95814
TELEPHONE (916) 449-5604

•

November 25, 1980

City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: Proposed City Energy Conservation Measures (M-451)
SUMMARY
The City Council, on November 5th, referred this matter to the
Budget and Finance Committee for review and recommendation. On
November 18th, the Committee approved this item for transmittal
to City Council with instructions to emphasize the solar access
ordinance. The recommendation included authorization to add one
additional Assistant/Associate Planner at a cost of approximately
$25,823 to $35,222 per year.
RECOMMENDATION
The staff, Planning Commission, and Budget and Finance Committee
recommend that the City Council approve and adopt the attached
energy conservation ordinances and resolutions and approve a new
Assistant/Associate Planner position.
pectfully submitted,

Marty Van Duyn
Planning Dire
FOR CITY COUNCIL INFORMATION
WALTER J. SLIPE
CITY MANAGER
MVD:PB:jm
Attachments
M-451

December 2, 1980
All Districts

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
725 "X' STREET

MARTY VAN DUYN
PLANNING DIRECTOR

SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95814
TELEPHONE (916) 449-5604

November 13, 1980
Budget and Finance Committee
Planning and Community Development Committee
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Sessfon:
SUBJECT: Sacramento City Energy Program (M-451)
SUMMARY
At its meeting of November 5, 1980, the City Council continued the
subject project to its December 2nd meeting and referred the
attached report and requests for review/recommendation by the
Budget and Finance and Planning and Community Development Committees.
RECOMMENDATION
The staff recommends that the Budget and Finance and Planning and
Community Development Committees approve and forward to the City
Council the attached report including authorization of additional
staff at a cost of approximately $25,823 to $35,222 per year for
the Planning Department in order to process projects with additional
energy conservation review.
Respectfully submitted,

Marty Van
Van Du/.1t
Planning Dire tor
RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

40k)
Jack R. Cri
Director of
MVD:PB:jm
Attachments
M-451

November 18, 1980
All Districts

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
725 **J" STREET

SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95814

TELEPHONE (916) 449-5604
•

MARTY VAN DUYN
PLANNING DIRECTOR

October 30, 1980

City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: . Proposed City Energy Conservation Measures (M-451)
SUMMARY
The City Council directed staff to study possible energy conservation measures that could be implemented immediately. The staff
prepared ten measures that would promote energy conservation. The
City Council approved the ten measures in conce p t and returned the
measures to the ap p ropriate departments which would implement the
measures for public hearing and recommendation.
The Planning Commission has considered seven of these measures
that the Planning staff is processing. The Planning Commission
,and staff recommend that the City Council adop t the two ordinances
and five resolutions attached that promote the increased use of
effective energy conservation measures and approve a new planner .
to implement these measures.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In September, 1979, the City Council directed staff to study
possible conservation measures and submit recanc,endations for
measures which could . be implemented immediately. The Planning
staff identified all existing City energy conservation measures and
ten additional measures that could be part of an energy conservation program for the City. The ten measures are:
1.

'Energy considerations as part of "R" review designation on
a rezoning.

2.

Fifty (50) percent shading of new parking lots. .

3.

Endorsement of preservation of solar access for private and
public solar energy collectors.

City Council
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4. .Energy conservation policies added to Conservation Element
of General Plan.
5.

Energy conservation review checklist and guidelines for project and site plan reviews.

6.

Increasing the number of north/south oriented lots within a
subdivision, for increased solar access.

7.

Endorsement of coordinated program to maximize use of low
interest programs for persons of low and moderate income to
attain energy efficient housing.

8.

Energy conservation performance standards for residential
construction.

9.

Energy audit and correction of audit deficiencies at time of
title transfer.

10.

Solar water heating for new residential construction.

These ten measures were reviewed and ap p roved in concept by the
City .Planning Commission on April 17, 1980 and City'Council on
August 19, 1930. The Council referred the first seven measures
to the Planning Department and the last three measures to the City
Engineering Department to be developed into impiementable programs.
The Planning staff has prepared and is processing the necessary
ordinances and resolutions for the assigned seven measures to
implement those energy conservation measures. The benefits and
financial impacts of the seven measures are evaluated in the
attached report to the Planning Commission. The Planning Commission made minor amendments to some of the seven ordinances and
resolutions which staff supports.
The development of these seven measures has been with the knowledge
of those agencies and organizations who would be effected by or
have interest in these measures including the building industry,
realtors, utility companies, various City, County and State agencies,
the Chamber of Commerce, environmental groups, the California Energy
Commission, Solarcal Council and other interested parties. The only
written comment was received from the Environmental Council of
Sacramento (see Exhibit A).
. The two local energy utilities, SMUD and P.G.&E., are promoting
energy conservation by providing free energy audits to customers
upon' request as a result of the State Residential Conservation
Service plan pursuant to the National Energy Conservation Policy
Act in 1978. The utilities are also providing other incentives
such as P.G.&E.'s "Suntherm" program with direct rebates to the
builder for projects using about 25 percent less energ y than similar
homes meeting minimum existing State, local and Federal standards.

Cit y Council
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SMUD is starting a similar passive design assistance program which
would include computer analysis, • design review, and marketing
assistance to builders.
The seven proposed measures could assist in the implementation and
would support the following existing incentives for energy
conservation:
Federal Tax credits,
State Tax credits,
Low and Moderate-Income weatherization programs at
the Federal and State levels,
State Residential Conservation Service plan,
State Solar Rights Act-of 1978, and
SMUD and P.G.&E. credits, rebates, and assistance programs.
The proposed measures would encourage energy conservation considerations at the design stage of residential 'products. With the proposed
energy policies and reviews, residential developers would have the
option of starting to amend their existing designs or possibly be
required to change designs within a few years by State and Federal
Governments.
FINANCIAL DATA
These seven measures would collectively require approximately half
of a planner's time to implement, and the Planning Department does
not have surplus staff. Consequently, the Planning Department
would request one additional planner in order not to disrupt or
reprioritize the current work program. •This additional planner
would spend half their time implementing the proposed seven measures
while spending their remaining time researching other energy conservation measures, such as solar access ordinance, and preparing an
Energy Element for the General Plan update. In addition, this
planner would provide expertise in community plan updates, as well
as specific studies requested by the City Council and/or mandated
by various other agencies. One additional planner would require
the Planning Department's budget be amended for a new Assistant/
Associate Planner position ($24,823 to $34,222 and $1,000 for
supplies) for approximately $25,823 to $35,222 per year.
VOTE OF COMMISSION
At its regular meeting of October 9, 1980, the Planning Commission
voted (eight ayes, one vacant) to recommend approval as amended
and forward the seven measures to the City Council.

City Council
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RECOMMENDATION
The staff and Planning Commission recommend that the City Council
adopt the attached energy conservation ordinances and resolutions
and approve a new planner position.
Re pectfully submitted,

ebal4/1,
arty Van Duyn
Planning Dir9tor
FOR CITY COUNCIL INFORMATION
WALTER J. SLIPE
•
CITY MANAGER
MVD:PB:jm
_Attachments
M-451

November 5, 1980
All Districts

EXHIBIT "A"

CITYRKI,iNMGCOMMISON

OCT-71980
ElkIVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL OF SACR
feE
" ...4*
909 12th Street
Sacramento, Ca g itornia 95814

E9v E D

OctolSer'3, 1980

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION:
The Environmental Council of Sacramento in general supports
. the energy program being considered by the City of Sacramento and
commends those involved for their efforts on behalf of energy
conservation.
Measures to be addressed include two ordinances; one an
ordinance to require fifty percent shading of new parking lots and
secondly an ordinance requiring energy consideration as part of "R"
review designation on a rezoning.
The energy measures also include the following resolutions:
(1) endorsement of preservation of solar access for private and
public solar energy collectors; (2) addition of energy conservatiOn
policies to the Conservation Element of the General Plan; (3) adoption of energy conservation review checklists and guidelines for
project and site plan reviews; (4) amendment of the Conservation
Element to increase the number of north/south oriented lots within
a subdivision for increased solar access; and (5) endorsement of
coordinated programs to maximize use of . low interest programs for
persons of low and moderate income to attain energy efficient
housing.
Certain of the above require special comment. The, ordinance.
requiring 50 percent shading for new parking lots must include
an adequate planting area and adequate irrigation for each tree.
Also, parking lot structures should be excluded from the ordinance.
Regarding the resolution endorsing preservation of solar access,
ECOS recommends that the City Planning Commission ask the City
Council to direct staff to start working . on a' solar access ordinance.
The County is working on a solar access ordinance via its Argonne
Grant project. I would be desirable for City and County staff to
work together, however, it should be recognized that the City may
have special problems not found in the County. It sliould also be
stated that ECOS recognizes that in Sacramento solar access must
be balanced against the desirability of having trees for shade.
Regarding adding energy conservation policies to the Conservation
Element, ECOS would particularly like to address the issue of backyard
clotheslines, which for some reason evoke screams of outrage. If the
objections are merely visual, this' will in most cases be overcome when
Member Organizations
Audubon Society
Bikeways Action Committee
California F'ark & Recreation Society, Dist. II
Ecology Information Center
League of Women Voters
Lung Association
Planned Parenthood
WO% RECYCLED PAPER

kmvxmxkmx Modern Transit
Sacramento Old Citv,S)ssociation,
Koii.,4;AAxA*xwiNx/w sac. Farm Bureau
Save the American River Association
Sierra Club
Zero Population Growth

City Planning Commission
October 3, 1980
Page 2

trees and shrubbery grow. If objections are that they are inconvenient to use, having one in no way mandates that the householder use it but merely provides that option. (This option will
get more and more appealing as utility rates go up.) As a matter
of fact, clothes driers use a great deal of energy. An electric clothes
drier uses about the same amount of energy as a 3 ton air conditioner
and is the second most energy consuming home appliance in the SMUD
service area. Solar clothes driers (clotheslines) can make a
significant contribution to conservation and should be made
available to the householder.
Sinerely,
• )

Tina A. Thomas
President - ECOS

SACRAMENTO CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
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City Planning Commission
Sacramento, California
•Members in Session:
Subject:

Proposed Sacramento City Energy Conservation Measures (M-451)

SUMMARY
The City Council directed staff to study possible energy conservation
measures that could be implemented immediately. The staff prepared
ten measures that would promote energy conservation. The City
Council approved the ten measures in concept, and returned them to
the departments which would implement them for public hearing and
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission •approve
recommendation.
the seven proposed energy conservation measures (attached) and forward them, along with any comments, to the City Council.
BACKGROUND

•
In September 1979, the City Council directed staff to study possible
conservation measures and ,submit recommendations for measures which •
The Planbing staff identified
could be implemented immediately.
all existing energy conservation measures of the City. (These are
Subsequently, staff proposed ten measures
provided as Appendix A..)
that would provide an energy conservation program for the City. The
ten measures are:
Energy considerations as part of "R" review designation
on a rezoning.
Fifty (50) percent shading of

parking lots.

Endorsement of preservation of solar access for private
and public solar energy collectors. •
Energy conservation policies added to Conservation Element
of General Plan.
Energy conservation review checklist and guidelines for
project and site plan reviews.
Increasing the number of north/south oriented lots within
a subdivision, for increased solar access.
Endorsement of coordinated program to maximize use of low
interest programs for persons of low and moderate income
to attain energy efficient housing: Energy conservation performance standards for residential
construction.
Energy audit and correction of audit deficiencies at time
of title transfer.
Solar water hearing for new residential construction.
The Planning Commission, on April 17, 1980, reviewed and approved
in concept the ten measures. The City Councirsubsequently
reviewed, and approved in concept, the same measures on August 19
At that time, Council referred the first seven measures to
1980.
the Planning Department and the last three measures to the City
Engineer for hearings.
M-451

October 9, 1980

Item 7

2
.The full text of the measures being heard by the Planning Commission
follow as Appendix B.
EVALUATION
Most of the proposed measures primarily affect new development,
as it is easiest to save energy by designing properly at the beginning.
It is equally, if not more important, to redesign existing neighborhoods for energy conservation.
Many of the planning mesures and.
design concepts included in this report may also be applied for
improving existing neighborhoods.'
Some of the measures are tied
into land use.
Land use determines density, which in turn has a
very important effect on whether or not mass transit will be effective.
Land use policies influence energy use through site requirements.
Certain landscaping, street width, building orientation and auxiliary
requirements (height limits for structural additions) have a signiThe measures would, when combined
ficant impact on total energy use.
as a program, save a significant amount of energy for the residential
consumer
Mandating energy conservation measures assists utilities by reducing
the need to import additional natural gas and build costly new generating plants, as well as creating jobs in the solar and related
industries.
A brief description of each measure is provided along with the benefits, disadvantages and financial , impacts.
1.

Ordinance amending the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance
(Ordinance #2550-4th Series) by adding Section 13-A-3-c-4,
relating to energy considerations as part of "R" review
designation on a rezoning.
Benefits:

Aid to consumer for best use of property
for solar energy.
Energy conservation measure taken at
earliest possible stage of development
will help decrease amount of energy
utilized by final project.

2.

Disadvantages:

Added staff and City Planning Commission
time to review app,lications.

Financial Impact:

Additional staff time for project review
This measure would contribute to need
for additional staff, unless other
•
existing work programs are Oodified.

Ordinance amending'the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance
(Ordinance #2550-4th Series) by adding Section 6-D-19, relating
to required shading of parking lots.
Benefits:

M-451

Reduce cooling needs of motorists and
adjacent buildings.
12-educe ambient temperatures 10 0 + with
tree shade and evaporative cooling from
leaves.
October 9, 1980
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Improves scenic values:
Creates more livable environment.
Trees have aesthetic value.

•

A vegetation list has been prepared by
Sacramento County that includes "50%"
figure for mature plants appropriate
for parking lots.
Disadvantages:

Additional first cost to developer.
Slight increased maintenance cost.

Financial Impact:

Additional staff time in the Planning
and Community Services Departments for
evaluation would be necessary for site
plan review.
Community Services would have a one-time
preparation of a vegetation list which
could be used by developers and staff.

3

4

Resolution endorsing the preservation of solar access for private
and public solar energy collectors.
Benefits:

Encourage solar rights in residential
development to encourage use of solar
energy for domestic hot water and space
heating.

Financial Impact:

No direct fiscal impact.

Resolution amending the Conservation • Element of the Sacramento
City General Plan by adding energy conservation policies:
Increased Pedestrian Walkways in new developments
Benefits:

Encourage walking to decrease energy used
for travel.

Disadvantages:

Possible increased security/vandal problems
for adjacent property. -

Narrower Street Width
Policy - to encourage projects designed to minimize the need
for wide streets.
Benefits:

Reduced first costs and maintenance costs.
With street trees, livability of neighborhood is improved.
Reduces' heat retention of concrete/asphalt,
which reduces ambient temperature.

Disadvantages:

Narrower streets not designed to carry
large amount of traffic:
Could restrain access for emergency vehicles.

M-451

October • 9, 1980
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Encourage Drought Tolerant •Landscaping
Benefits:
.
Disadvantages:

Requires less water and maintenance
after established; therefore, less energy
for water pumping.
Limits types • of plants usable.

Encouraging Planting of Deciduous Trees over Evergreens
Benefits:

Shade in summer, therefore cooler;
greater solar access in winter.

Disadvantages:

Time needed for growth of trees.
Limits types of plants usable.

Policy of North/South Structure Orientation
Benefits:

Structure orientation helps ensure greater
access than proper lot or street orientation - e pecially when combined with
adequate south wall solar access.

Disadvantages:

Greatest southern exposure may not be
front or back of structure.
Increased staff time for site-by-site
review.

Clothesline
Encourage for all residential uses, especially multi-family.
Benefits:

Reduced energy used for clothes drying
(clothes dryer one of most energy consuming home appliances - equals three-ton
air conditioner).
Uses "free" energy.

Disadvantages:

Possible visual clutter problem.
Clotheslines not always popular.

Energy Conservation Measures presently listed only in the South
.Natomas Community Plan would help assure their consideration
.on all projects within the City.
Financial Impact:

M-451

This . measure would require additional staff
evaluation time, and when added to other
energy evaluations, could require additional staff. Upon implementation the
review time will increase as staff and
developers learn to work with additional
In time, the majority of
requirements.
projects should be received for evaluation
with increased energy conservation "built
in", therefore possibly reducing evaluation
time.
October 9, 1980

Item 7

5.

Resolution adopting energy conservation review checklist and
guidelines for project and site plan review.
Benefits:

The-various standards and guidelines
included in this resolution would give
both developers and staff a basis from
which to evaluate and incorporate energy
planning into a project at its earliest
This in turn could result in
stages.
energy saving for the complete project.

Disadvantages:

Would increase staff review time.

Financial Impact:

6.

This resolution would require increased
When included
staff evaluation time.
with other energy evaluations it would
require additional staff. - It could also
• require a fee increase to cover the additional staff evaluation time.

Resolution amending the Conservation Element of the Sacramento
City General Plan to provide for north/south lot orientation for
increased solar access.
This measure would change the current - requirement from 60 percent
north/south oriented lots in 50 or more lots to 80 percent north/
south lotsin.20 or more lots unless specific findings are . made
or provide for an in-lieu program to issue 80% structure
orientation.
Benefits:

It would increase the number of lots
correctly oriented from 60-70% to 70-85%.

Financial Impact:

There would be no new or additional evaluation.
Council recently passed a resolution
specifying a percentage of lots within
subdivisions having properly oriented
lots.
This measure increases the humber
of lots correctly oriented, or provides
for 80% structure orientation, which is
preferable.

•
7. See. page 6
FINANCIAL DATA

These seven measures would collectively require a half a.planner's
time to implement.
The Planning Department iq ould request one planner
in order not to disrupt or reprioritize the current work program.
This additional planner would spend half their time implementing
the proposed seven measures while spending their remaining time
researching other energy conservation measures, such as solar access
ordinance, and preparing an Energy Element for the General Plan update.
This planner would provide expertise in community plan updates, as
well as.specific studies requested by the City •Council and/or mandated
One additional planner would require
by various other agencies.
the Planning Department's budget be amended for a new Assistant/Associate position ($24,823 to $34,222 and $1,000 for suplies) for
approximately $25,823 to $35,222 per year.
M-451
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
The Environmental Coordinator determined that the seven resolutions
and ordinances which promote conserving energy would not have a
significant adverse environmental effect and filed a Negative
Declaration.
**RECOMMENDATION
The staff recommends that the Commission recommend approval of the
proposed ordinances and resoltuions by the City Council.
•

Respectfully submitted,

Tokuo Masuda,
Principal Planner
TM:PB:sg
7. Ruotation endoAsing devetopment o6 a cooAdinated pAogAam to maximize the use
o6 pkoyAam6 avaitabZe to assist Low-to modeAate-incomepeAson4 attain eneAgy
cient hotaing.
'Bene6its:

No dikect-bene tiits untii sta66 is dikected to
set up a cooAdination pAogAam.

Financiat Impact: Additionae ,staiii time i6 Councit detcunines the
need tioA a comdination pAogAam.

**RECOMMENDATION

•

Sta66 kecommends that the Commission 1) Aati tcy the Negative DecZaAation;
and 2) Aecommend appaovat o6 the pAopo,sed oAdinance4 and Amotutionz..by
the City Councit.

41.
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APPENDIX

"A"

'0-1
Existing Measures
I --State

'

Solar Rights' Act 1978 PurpOse: To promote and encourage the widespread use of solar energy systems and to protect and
facilitate adequate access to sunlight which is necessary
to operate solar energy systems (Amend Govt. Code:
Sec. 65850:5; 66473.1; 66473.3).
Shade ControloAct (1978)• Purpose: To promote all feasible means
of energy conservation and all feasible uses of alternative energy supply sources.
(add Ch. 12 Commencing with Sec. 25980 to Div. 15 of Pub.
Res. Code relating to Solar Energy). The City of Sacramento
has exempted itself. (See Ari III, Sec. 45.200 of—City
Code Site Shade Control, Ord. 820252).

II -- City of Sacramento
Street Trees
The Park Superintendent shall give consideration to the
provision of solar access, to the extent feasible, to
residential dwellings at the time of selecting and planting
of street trees (Amend Sec. 40.811(1), Ord. 4284-4th.
City Code).
Maximum Solar ..cess
In oi . r to help assure maximum solar access, subdivisions
with uore than 50 single family lots must have 60 percent
or more of all lots with side lot lines oriented within
221/2 degrees of true north unless findings are made that
such design is infeasible due Ito configuration or orientatation of the property. (Addpolicv to Conservation •
Element of the General Plan Resolution 79-815,27 Nov. '79).
Solar South Wall Access .
Assure that new residential developments have adequate
south wall solar access, thereby allc,wing solar heating
of buildings. (Goal added to Conservation Element Of the
General Plan Res: 79-815, 27 Nov. '79).
Subdivision Design Finding
The design of the proposed subdivisiOn provides, to the
extent feasible, for future passive or natural heating
or cooling opportunities in the proposed subdivision
taking into consideration the local climate, the contour
and configuration of the parcel to be divided, and such
other design and improvement requirements applicable to
the prOposed subdivision, ( . Required finding for
request for tentative map, re'quired by Solar Rights Act.)

7
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II -- City of Sacramento (continued)

Variance Powers
Planning Director has authority to vary the setback,
lot size, lot coverage or height regulations up to 50%
of their original requirement.
(City Zone Code - Section 14).
Height Variation - roof structures "...solar collectors and
equipment for the mounting and operation of solar
collectors or necessary mechanical appurtenances may
be erected on top of a building to a greater height
than the limit herein established for the district in
which the building or structure is located. In no case
shall variation exceed twenty percent of that which is
allowed in a zone. (Amendment to Zoning- Ord. 2550-4th
•Series, Sec. 3-E-7. adopted 4 March 1980).
Projections - "... and apparatus needed for the operation of
active or passive solar energy system may project into .
any required front yard, rear yard, or side yard adjoining a street side lot line, a distance not exceeding
four 'feet." (Amendment to Zoning Ord. 2550-4th Series,
Sec. 3-E-15; adopted 4 March 1980).
Pool Heating
Ordinance amending Chapter 9 of the Sacramento City Code
adopting requirements for active solar heating systems
for outside swimming pools. (Effective 1 Feb 1981)
(Ord. 4341
Adopted 8 April 1980).
SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN
•
Landscaping
Maximum landscaping with vegetation is highly desirable
as a means of increasing visual amenities, softening
hard surfaces, providing a cooler microclimate during
warm weather months and reducing air pollution (last
pp. 27-28).
Within the interior hard-surfaces area of lots containing
over 30 automobile parking spaces, one tree should be
planted for every five spaces. (p. 28, No. 4).
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SOUTH NATOMAS COMMUNITY PLAN (continued)
Residential Policy
Explore possibility'of amending City's building code to
require that strUctureS rather than lots be 'oriented for
energy conservation purposes, with a front to back
orientation of 221/2 degrees of true north (p.
No. 10).

al

Encourage the implementation of a comprehensive bikeways
system (in . South Natomas) to link residential areas with
major activity centers and downtown Sacramento. Encourage
the increased use of capital outlay commitment for bikeways (p. 56 No. 7).
- Other Open Space
5. Continue the long standing street-tree program (City Code.
Section 40.611) becauSe trees along all streets provide
aesthetic benefits.
•

7.

Continue to require larger parking areas associated with
any land use having major portions planted with trees
and other forms of attractive vegetation. Continue to
encourage the same for smaller projects undergoing design
review (p. 63);
ENERGY CONSERVATION

• 1.

2.

Promote comp lete urbanization and in-filling development of this
close-in community as a means of reducing the consumption of petrol
fuels used in automobile travel.
Reduce the consumption of petrol fuels used in automobile travel
by providing community plan policies which encourage the use of
alternative transportation modes such as the bus and bike.

3. . Explore the poissibility of amending the City's building code to
more effectively promote energy conservation by regulating the
orientation of the structure rather than the lot.
• 4.

Encourage building design which promotes energy conservation. This .
includes provisions for double-paned windows, increased insulation,
and equipment such as low volume toilets and flow restrictors.

5.

Encourage builders within new residential subdivisions to offer
solar power systems as a pre-construction option.

6.

Encourage developers of new residential subdivisions to include
provisions within tract restrictions for solar rights so as to
provide direct sunlight on the property between the winter hours
of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.

-

S.1

•
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7.

Continue to provide a. deciduous tree planting . program along all
newly constructed streets as a means of reducing outdoor surface
temperatures during summer months.

8.

Continue to study new methods of conserving energy, and to amend
the South Natomas Community Plan wherever feasible to incorporate
practical measures for reduced energy consumption.

9.

Encourage landscaping especially in ne , 4 residential and commercial
developments that not only provide shade during the summer months
but also act as a windbreak in the winter, thus reducing heat loss.

(Env. Policies p. 10)

-
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Honorable City Council Members
City of Sacramento
City Council Chambers
.
915 "I" Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
.Honorable Members:
As a . firm heavily involved in energy conservation and prcgrams, including
active and passive solar systems, we have followed with much interest the
proposed programs for the City of Sacramento. We are submitting for your
information and perusal various observations and suggestions in support
of the proposed program, based on our firm's experiences in the solar and
energy conservation fields. This experience has been, gained through our .
operations in Chico, 'Sacramento and Fresno, all cities which have commendably undertaken action as models in our-energy future.
Ener,gy Conservation for Low-Income Families
A variety of measures have been proposed to ensure that low-income families
have equal access to opportunities for energy conservation. Among them are:
a) low or no-interest loan financing by utilities for Solar and other energy
conservation measures targeted to the low-income retrofit market. It is an
unfortunate fact that dwellings occupied by senior citizens, persons with .. low
incomes and many renters tend to be the oldest, least energy efficient elementsof the housing stock. As a result, the poor and those on fixed incomes pay • .
' more than they should to heat and cool their homes. Such low-interest or
no-interest loans are much-needed in this target group;
b) community action aciencv_programs (agencies that can address the bilingual
and racial elements in a consonant manner); and
mandating solar and conservation measures in public ousing.

0

Additionally, the solar demonstration financing program recently instituted
by the California Public Utilities Commission mandates the installation of
2,000 solar hot water heating systems (free of charge) to families within
the low-income categories throughout California.
In planning a program for this target group, the emphasis should be placed
on education. As an example, seminars could be planned by various community
action agencies serving the clientele within ,the target group to insure they,
are informed of the purpose and nature of energy conservation programs, and' thebenefits to be doriNed from participation in them. .Further, we have found that
information about energy conservation should be disseminated on as close to an
indiVidual basis as possible to aid in understanding and minimizing the confusion
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often created through public notices-, bureaucracies, and news releases.
Solar Access and Develbpment'
It is vital that access for solar collectors be protected by local ordinance.
Also, whenever possible, new housing developments :should be planned with a
southern orientation, which will allow for the best utilization of passive
Solar heating and cooling. Sacramento, with its .abundant sunshine, is a
rime region for solar development and should be encouraged however possible.
By promoting solar, the nation can significantly reduce its dependence on
OPEC oil, utility companies and at the same time providing a "free" source
of renewable energy.
The Public Utilities Commission has expressed its committment to solar and
energy conservation by way of far-reaching programs such 6Zero Interest
Programs (ZIP), Attic Insulation Program and the Solar Demonstration Program.
Energy Audits
The easiest method . for saving energy with the fastest payback is through
conservation. To promote residential conservation, programs are being
implemented by alllevels of the public sector - Federal, State and local.
At the base of any conservation effort is an energy audit conducted by
trained personnel in the home. Such audits typically identify the im.F.;ediate
and substantial savings which homeowners can realize by installing such
measures as caulking and weatherstripping around doors and windows, windowshading, additional attic and wall insulation, and informing homeowners
, of the effect of "peak load"-useage of energy. A well-planned City audits
program if coordinated with the proposed State/Federal Residential Conservation Service, has the capability to reduce our nation's energy requirements
and give local residents a partial means of controlling their own "energy
destiny".
•

In closing, the actions under your present consideration are good for
Sacramento and good for the country. Sacramento residents can feel proud
that its Council is taking alressive steps towards energy independence.

Respectfully submitted,

K nneth B. Salvagne
: Energy Manager
cc: City Planning Department
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Dear 7:layor isenbercr and members of the Council:
Pacific Solar Construction, Inc., is happy to support the proposed"
enery ordinances and resolutions before you this.evening. These
measures are well-conceived to both set a firm policy direction
for the City and to allow builders maximum flexibility in siting and
constructing energy-efficient homes.
We are currently building a 129-home passive solar_ . subivision as a
PUD in West. Sacramento and have been involved in a number of
land use/solar access trade-offs which are addressed in these measures.
For example, in develoDing our landscape plan, we set a 35 0 fixed
plane from the homes which will govern tree :-)lacement. This
angle allowed us to maximize both tree placement and solar access on
a tightly-planned site. Had we had an arbitrary bulk plane an.Tle . set.
for us by law, we would not have been able to achieve the correct
tradeoffs given the nature of our building site. Maintaining this
flexibility is important for any, site but becomes critical in infill
.projects and in higher density PUD construction.
As another example, our .homes are sited off east/west running streets.
The homes on the south sides of thesestreets are located close
to the north property line; the homes on the north sides are not. This
has allowed us to provide landscaped common areas between the .rows
of homes. This also places the rajor solar access issue for the
homes on the north sides o . ", the * streets in street-tree height and
placement. In addition, this siting of buildings was a further
factor influencing the design of the passive solar system used to
heat and cool the buildings. The proposed Solar Access .Checklist
includes issues of building placemrnt in the centext of a series of
shadin g tradeoffs. From our experience, it should be viewed that way,
never as an absolute siting requirement.
We urge the Council to pass these mcasur:es.

Sincerely yours,

Penelope Piland
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TO THE ITTDER.S OF THE SACRATO CITY CC:TIC-IL
last meeting, the Board of Directors of the Sacra. At its
p:y e of Women Voters reviewed the energy measures before
mento
Leavoted
you and
to support them as being in keeping with the League's
Strong pro energy conservation position.
The energy measures are: ordinances to amend the City
zoning ordinance to recuire fifty percent shading on new surface
parking lots and to re2uire energy considerations as part of the
"R" review designation on a rezonng; - plus reselutions to endorse
the preservation of solar access for solar collectors, to-add
energy conservation policies to the Conservation Element of the
p lan, to adoot energy conservation review cheel<list and .
General
development guidelines for project/site plan reviews, to arend the
Conservation .Element to require increased north/south orientaton
within a subdivision, and to endorse the develoment of a TrraM
insure that low and moderate income people make maximum use of
to
programs to help them attain energy efficient housing.
.
The'Sacrament o Leag,ue also . asks that you request city
staff to start work on a city solar access ordinance and in
so
, in this
in
mind
the
unique
role
that
shade
trees
play
.doihg kee p
_
city as cooling instruments in the summer.
Repeatedly as one studies and roads about this country's
energy crisis, one finds the admonition that there is no one soluto our energy problems, no man-inesr . ace :)rogram, no 1,..1.-andioe
.
tion
presidential gesture, no all-eneompessnfl; conf,ressionLl enactment
p rovide the maic answer, but rater that the se],.1tions
that
will
will he
to be found at the local level, in county and city
-council . chambers, in individual homes e,nd workplaces.
The Sacramento League of Women Voters urges yoti to become'
measures
part of the solution.by voting in favor of the energy
•
-before you.
Sincerely,
ldie Vali, ':resident
league of Women Voters., of Sacramento
.
:)e
":erfw Director
lJirgniI l''.0050,
of 'iacramento
League of ..'omen
•
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